Stone Hill
Add a bold touch of
elegance to your
fireplace with this
stunning fireplace
surround and over
mantel. This specific
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New Collections from Rocky Mountain
We are really excited about the
three new collections being introduced by Rocky Mountain! First, the

signer Ted Boerner. Known for its
sophistication, comfort and organic
sensibility, the collections include
door hardware and cabinet pulls
which offer a range of sculptural
looks, including chunky handles and
asymmetrical knobs and pulls. Each
embraces Boerner’s signature balance of intimacy and emotion.
Thirdly, the Briggs Collection is a

influences from Moroccan grates to
the door knobs of a cathedral built in
the 1800’s . The versatility of this
collection is adaptable to today’s

The Briggs Collection
The Roger Thomas Paris Collection

Marseille Fireplace Surround
& Over Mantel

design is called the
Marseille. You can
order it as it is
shown or you can
customize your own

Paris Collection is a dramatic new
collaboration with renowned hospitality interior designer Roger Thomas. It includes cabinet hardware
and door locksets reminiscent of
historical styles from 17th & 18th
century France with a sense of
whimsy, romance and decorative
flair.
The Ted Boerner Collection introduces five new hardware collections
in itself by respected furniture de-

New Safe

one of a kind surround. There are
twelve different
types of natural
stone to chose from
including Crema
Marfil and Travertine. Stop by our
showroom and see
how we can help
create a unique fireplace surround like
no other.

The Ted Boerner Collection

complete line of hardware and accessories which beautifully combine
artisan hand-carved designs with
extensive sand-casting expertise.
Each piece, made of recycled artgrade bronze, takes its design inspiration from a rich array of stylistic

eclectic styles, with each finish bringing a new mood to the design.
Whether they are creating new
designs or classics, Rocky Mountain
Hardware takes pride in creating
hardware that is not only beautiful,
but stands the test of time. They use
only the finest recycled bronze to
cast each piece, and their entire
product line is third party certified to
contain a minimum of 90% recycled
content.

We are excited to offer a new safe
at Nob Hill. It is the EST Series
Electronic Safe with the new
DL5000 Lock. These safes offer a
one hour fire rating at 350 degrees
Fahrenheit and a 5/8” thick door, as
well as a handle operated side, top
and bottom locking mechanism
which incorporates 4 1” chrome
plated locking bolts. There are also
two deadbolts to prevent door
removal if the hinges are removed
during a forced entry attempt.
Select models feature a new state

www.nobhillhardware.com

of the art DL500 electronic lock

EST1814

with a touch screen LCD input
display. This new system allows
smooth and easy operation, and
will accept two user codes. It will
also show open door records for
the past 14 entries. It is equipped
with one internal anchor hole and
hardware, four removable rolling
casters, one adjustable shelf, and
one top mounted key lock
drawer. Stop by and see the new
addition to our safe collection.
Our trained professionals would
love to help!
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